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Politicians and business stakeholders from Europe and
beyond agree on the pressing need for Europe to adjust
in the rapidly changing global environment.
Sustainability and smart investments are seen as the
right way forward. What should the EU focus on in
order to ensure its seat in the world’s future?
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Tatra Summit: EU competitiveness
in midst of global ‘crossfire’
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Vice President of the European investment bank,
Vazil Hudák. [TASR - Oliver Ondrá]

E

urope’s competitiveness in
a world characterised by
disruptions has been in the
spotlight of the GLOBSEC Tatra
Summit. The Green New Deal,
sustainable finance and leveraging
the EU budget were identified as the
keys to help Europe resist the global
pressure.
Slovak
Ambassador
to
the
USA, Ivan Korčok, summed up the
new reality on Friday (11 October),
saying the romantic transatlantic
relationship is now over.
“The optimists say we need to
disrupt it and replace with something

new, but engaging in a trade war and
retaliation is not a process of renewal”,
he said. “Looking at the decisions
that are made every day, this process
resembles much more a destruction,”
Korčok said.
According to the diplomat, in
Washington, no one listens to the old
mantra that we need to stay together
any more. “We need to mobilise those
who still believe in that,” he said and
called on the business community,
which can see the risks, to be engaged
in a constructive way.
For policymakers, this means
acknowledging that “a lot can be
decided on our (European) side” and

that US will take Europe seriously only
if Europe is stronger.
Many speakers asked where the EU
stands in the ongoing US-China battle
for global dominance.
“It is indeed a chance for Europe to
be more assertive,” says Jörg Wuttke,
president of the EU Chamber of
Commerce in China. “Trade war is one
thing, but it is the tech war, that should
worry us more,” Wuttke said.

SLOWDOWN
OR RECESSION?

Continued on Page 5
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The forum kicked off on Friday
with a panel reflecting on whether
the EU faces a new recession.
Czech businessman and billionaire
Daniel Křetinský voiced his concern
about what he called “ideological
approach” of EU institutions. He cited
as an example the push to set up a
“superfund for digitisation”.
“This is a lost battle”, the CEO
of EPH said, adding that it will not
produce anything like a “European
Google“. Instead, he said, there are
industries where Europe is already
strong, like the manufacturing,
chemical or automotive sectors, which
basically need additional attention.
Also, the climate narrative may be
dangerous in the sense of what signal
the talk about the carbon-neutral
economy is sending to the industry.
“How can an executive decide
how to invest?“ asked Křetinský, who
purchased a 49% stake in French
newspaper Le Monde last year.
Johan Van Overtveldt (ECR),
an MEP and chair of the European
Parliament’s Committee for Budgets
agreed, saying that when there is
“shouting and screaming” about the
climate, businesses are holding back
investments.
The Belgian MEP also questioned
the monetary policies of the European
Central Bank. While claiming that
Mario Draghi “deserves a statue“ for
what he did during the 2011-2012
economic crisis, the ECB policies ever
since have been a problem and the bank
is strongly divided on what needs to be
done under current circumstances of
an economic slowdown.
“I do not envy Mrs Lagarde,“ Van
Overtveld said.
According to Poland’s Finance
Minister Jerzy Kwieciński, Poland’s
younger generation does not know
what recession means, hinting that
Poland’s growth is three times higher
than in the Eurozone.
Hungary, on the other hand,

“knows what recession is and we hated
it”, said Gabor Gion, state secretary on
the Hungarian ministry of finance.
“A crisis usually doesn’t come when
everybody expects it, but the recession
will come if everybody is talking about
it,” Gion said. Reminding the forum
that Hungary’s economy is linked
to that of Germany, he said: “When
Germany sneezes, we get cold”.

WHO PAYS
FOR GOING GREEN?
Debating
the
embrace
of
sustainable
finances,
Slovakia’s
Central Bank Governor said climate
change has also become a financial
risk and central banks must be part of
the debate.
The region of Central and Eastern
Europe, which is lagging behind for
the time being, must build capacities
to embrace sustainable financing
and Slovakia wants to be part of the
“coalition of the willing” in climate
matters.
At the private sector level, General
Counsel and Chief Franchise Officer
for Mastercard in New York, Timothy
Murphy, said the company was
working to incentivise their clients to
opt for ecologically friendly consumer
choices.
They have developed an index
rating of the clients’ payments from
the sustainability point of view.
From his perspective, Europe is
already a global leader in a number
of sustainability issues. While in
Europe, the debate is happening, in
the USA, the debate is “toxic” and
little is happening. “EU’s leadership
is absolutely required”, Murphy
emphasised.
The Tatra Summit also focused on
the future of the automotive industry.
Finance
Minister
Ladislav
Kamenický sees a “completely
different”
landscape
for
the
automotive industry: “We are really
afraid”, he said, referring to Slovakia’s
strong dependence on the car
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industry. In the era of electric cars, the
assembly will be much easier, and the
companies will not move their R&D to
countries like Slovakia.
Various speakers called for a
strong industrial strategy in the EU,
embracing also the needs of SMEs.

EU BUDGET:
A HOT POTATO
Policymakers also looked at how
the EU’s next Multiannual Financial
Framework (MFF) can help address
the bloc’s challenges when it comes to
convergence, climate, innovation and
competitiveness.
The division between the socalled old and new priorities of the EU
budget is false, according to the State
Secretary of the Slovak Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, František Ružička.
European Investment Bank’s Vice
President Vazil Hudák said there
will be no competitiveness without
cohesion. “It is clear that public
resources will not be enough, we need
to bring private money into this,” he
said.
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Tax policy expert:

Closing the tax gap can
drive political change
B y Z u z a n a G a b r i z o v a | E U R A C T I V. s k

to quantify and analyse the VAT gap in
EU-28 member states.
He spoke to EURACTIV Slovakia’s
editor in chief Zuzana Gabrižová during
Tatra Summit, where he featured as
an expert in the Focus Group on Smart
Taxation in a Fast-Changing Global
Economy.
The incoming European Commission
has ambitious plans in the area of
taxation. What is the state of play,
do EU’s tax policies deliver? Are
they conducive towards proclaimed
priorities, be it climate, innovation or
support for SMEs?

Grzegorz Poniatowski, during the GLOBSEC Tatra
Summit on 15 October. [Zuzana Gabrizova]

H

armonisation of tax rates
across the EU should be
conducted cautiously, leaving
member states the flexibility of setting
rates in order not to jeopardise a
healthy competition at the national
level, says Grzegorz Poniatowski

from the Polish think-tank Centre for
Economic and Social Research.
Grzegorz Poniatowski is the director
of fiscal policy studies at the Centre for
Economic and Social Research (CASE) in
Warsaw and the team leader of the Study

I would make a distinction between
the adaptation that the tax systems
will need to undergo in long-term and
in the short term. In the short run,
tax compliance will be of the highest
priority. We are the authors of the VAT
gap study. For many governments this
is a very political debate, this is actually
a foregone revenue, that can be used
for investments or infrastructure.
In Poland, the additional revenues
were used for social policies and
spending. There is a lot of money in
Continued on Page 7
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the system that can be retrieved by
increasing efficiency. Trends are quite
positive in this regards. The economy
has been growing for years and also
tax compliance was increasing.
But there are long-term problems
that the tax system will need to face
in the future, probably starting with
climate change. Tax incidence on
tobacco is the highest. But if you take
in the relative terms carbon taxes are
large part of the revenue of member
states. It is around 150 billion euro.
Even with optimistic plans regarding
ETS system, there will be forgone
revenues in the future and the tax
system will need to address it. And
also the general approach that we tax
what we see. There are parts of the
economy that are untaxed and digital
economy is one of those.
How do you perceive the European
Commission’s plans in the area of
value-added tax (VAT)? There is the
proposal on the definitive VAT system
for business to business within the EU
and the issue of the VAT rates.
Since 2015 we’ve in place what we
call a mini one-stop-shop. This mini
one-stop-shop should be extended
into what we will call a definitive EU
VAT system. This is something the
European Commission was thinking
of since 1967 – to introduce a system
where you would not have a 0% rate
intracommunity supply of goods. This
created a hole in the system, which was
exploited by fraudsters. If you have a
product that at some point is untaxed,
there is no exchange of information, it
is very easy for the trader to go missing
and for the tax not to be levied at all.
This was expected from the very
beginning. We knew we needed a
definitive system, where you have
Polish authorities raising money to be
transferred to Germany and the other
way around. Everyone was optimistic
one or two years ago, but now it seems

that some countries are opposed. The
main opposition is Germany. It will
probably not take place, which is a pity.
The other thing is a proposal for
more flexibility in VAT rates, but
compared to the other one, is not a
tremendous reform and is also likely
to fail. The countries are not keen to
be given more freedom. Currently,
no country in the EU, not even
Luxemburg, imposes a bottom VAT
rate. Of course we have countries
competing with rates to get consumers
from other member states, but still in
my view, in VAT we do not have such
a problem of race to the bottom as we
have in corporate income taxation or
personal income taxation to a lesser
extent.
There are still problems with VAT gaps
in various member countries. VAT is,
as a source of EU budget, a financial
interest of the EU. Could the European
Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO), soon to be
established, help to close a gap in VAT
in countries where it is particularly
high?
Tax non-compliance has many
components. We cannot close
the VAT gap completely. You have
errors, omissions, bankruptcies etc.
However, it is possible to reduce the
gap. If we concentrate on issues like
fraud, evasion and avoidance there
is a potential in decreasing forgone
revenues.
There are three main aspects to
increasing tax compliance. First, you
may increase tax morale. There are
countries with higher voluntary tax
compliance but this is not something
that could be quickly achieved. We
know in which countries taxpayers
are less keen on paying taxes. These
countries are in our region, they are in
southern Europe. You cannot change
it from year to year. You can educate,
you can provide good quality of public
goods and create the system based on
trust and enhance quality to the public
sector, but this is a long process. The
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other element is sanctions. You may
increase sanctions.
In Poland, this was one of the
tools to increase tax compliance, for
example, 25 years of imprisonment
for tax fraud. Tax fraud is defined as
something above one million Polish
Zloty, which is approximately 2 250
000 euro. It seemed it had an effect.
The most important aspect is the
inevitability of sanctions. You want to
control the exchange of information,
be able to observe what taxpayers are
doing. This is the aspect which needs
to be prioritised if one wants to think
of fast effects on tax compliance.
Member states are implementing
solutions like safety standard audit
file which means that information
from invoices is sent in electronic
form to the tax authorities and this
information is at the disposal of tax
authorities. It really works. In Poland,
the VAT gap fell from 25 % to 12-13 %
in 2018, which was tremendous and it
drives political change as it finances
social expenditure.
Automatic
exchange
of
information works. In excise, we
have full control. There is the EMCS
movement system, track and trace. If
we are able to improve the exchange of
information between member states,
I am sure that the VAT gap could be
diminished quite substantially.
Tax avoidance of companies is
something the public is very concerned
about. How would you asses the steps
taken by the EU to mitigate the problem
so far?
The crackdown on corporate
income tax evasion has been the least
effective. When you look at large
companies and conglomerates you
see that they are completely nonprofitable. This is completely different
when you look at the medium and
small enterprises. Those that cannot
shift their bases across countries. In
Continued on Page 8
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terms of corporate taxation, it needs
substantial reform.
During his hearing, the Commissionerdesignate Paolo Gentiloni promised
to revive the common corporate tax
base (CCCTB) proposal, calling it “an
absolute priority because we can’t
continue with this internal competition
among member states”. Can CCCTB
help fighting tax evasion or aggressive
tax practices? How?
To take any measures we need
to have the same point of reference,
which is the tax base. That is the first
very important step, which of course
some may be afraid of, not all. Some
of the countries are afraid of the next
steps, that it could be harmonisation
or fixing rates. But this step needs to
be taken, we need to know what the tax
base is. The more actionable the taxbase, the better. Shifting base became
easy and is at the core of profitability
of large companies, all companies
know how to do that. I am in favour
of it and am looking with optimism
to such a solution. Hopefully, it will be
adopted.
Harmonisation is a word that usually
sparks fear in the CEE region. Do you
see why?
The question of harmonisation
is a very important aspect that
needs to be settled. Harmonisation
doesn’t mean ‘equalisation’ but it
should be considered as a tool to
coordinate processes: harmonisation
of the definitions and exchange of
information. Second, we need to
make sure that the internal market
is working as well as possible and
that there are incentives to compete
and not the contrary. The rule of
subsidiarity of the EU needs to be kept
in mind.
Harmonisation of the tax rates
across the EU could increase the scale

of illicit trade and harm competition.
There would be many cons of
harmonising rates, the pros would not
prevail. One of the costs would be an
increase in the volume of illicit trade.
I have seen how illicit trade developed
in reaction to quite sudden changes
in tax policies. One needs to think of
limitations when deciding on tax rates
Another tax-related proposal is
the so-called carbon border tax.
Commissioner-designate
Gentiloni
said the EU should “move quickly”
on that, even if there are legal and
technical constraints. Is this feasible?
Observing the debate in Poland,
which is the only country in the world
which started the construction of a
new coal plant, I am quite sure that
this kind of solution will be opposed
at the EU level and so far I am not
looking forward with optimism to
make it work. Climate change is a
negative externality. The ETS is clearly
not enough at the moment and does
not generate enough revenue for
member states to replace carbon tax.
It’s very important to remember that
all climate change policies, incentives,
subsidies, they are expensive.
At the same time, member states
will start to lose income from carbon
taxes in the future. There is one puzzle,
what to do to obtain income replacing
the one that will forgo in the future
without taxing the most vulnerable
groups. If you have subsidies for solar
panels, you give subsidies to wealthy
people. You must keep in mind also
the redistribution aspect of taxation.
There is a push for making these kinds
of taxes, like the border carbon tax, own
resources of the EU budget. Should this
be done?
It is important that the tax, the
revenues, are spent in a proper
way, to mitigate climate change.
Centralisation of this expenditure
might be helpful in this regard. I am

a fan of larger federalisation of the EU
budget. US federal budget is 19 % of
GDP, in the EU, it is 1 %. If you look at
the actionable part of the budget it is
very small.
EU has black and grey list of noncooperative jurisdictions for tax
purposes. There is a big discussion on
whether this list represents the true
situation and if the EU should not
be more assertive. Just recently, the
ECOFIN Council removed United Arab
Emirates from the blacklist. Do this
list and conditions attached serve the
purpose?
One of the positive sides is that
some countries are moving from
black to grey, and some are removed
altogether. This shows that it works,
but that does not mean that the EU
will not have to be more stringent in
the future.
These decisions lie very much with
the Council, that is member states.
Taxation is one of the last areas where
the decision in the EU is taken solely
by unanimity. Should we move to
qualified majority voting in taxation,
as suggested by the Commission?
There is a bit of levy between the
qualified majority and unanimity.
With unanimity, it does not work. No
serious reform can be implemented.
With so many countries, it is
impossible to have the so-called Pareto
optimal situation. There will always
be losers. We need to make sure,
that everyone takes advantage of the
changes that are implemented and
everyone benefits similarly. We also
need to make sure that the anti-EU
rhetoric is not strengthened. It is very
easy, to say the EU imposed something.
It would be best to avoid veto but at the
same time not to make the group that
can block the decision not too small
and not too large.
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Smart taxation should consider
national and consumption realities
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The Focus Group ‘Smart taxation in a fast-changing economy’, a side event at
the GLOBSEC Tatra Summit, focused on what are we looking for in taxation and how
to achieve that in a rapidly evolving environment. [GLOBSEC]

S

tates need to be prepared and
equipped to tax what cannot
be seen, but also to increase
the fairness and effectiveness of the
collection of tax revenues, a panel of
experts has agreed.

effectiveness, fairness, transparency,
promotion of economic growth and
promoting compliance.

The Focus Group ‘Smart taxation in
a fast-changing economy’, a side event
of GLOBSEC Tatra Summit, focused
on what are we looking for in taxation
and how to achieve that in a rapidly
evolving environment.
For George Pitsilis, president of
the Intra-European Organisation of
Tax Administrations (IOTA), taxation
needs to respect the principles of

Inefficiencies in the tax systems
are measured in billions in the EU.
More specifically, €140 billion in VAT
gap, €50 billion lost in tax evasion in
direct taxation and another 10 billion
of foregone revenue in excise on
tobacco, said Grzegorz Poniatowski,
vice-president of the Center for Social
and Economic Research.
He explained that quite a few

EFFICIENCY AND
PREDICTABILITY

economic motions can be studied
on the excise tax on tobacco. When
talking about the efficiency of tobacco
taxation, two case studies should be
kept in mind, he said.
First, Poland sharply raised taxes
on tobacco products in 2012, 2013
and 2014, which apparently led to
a decrease in revenue and growth
of illicit trade. Consumers of cheap
products switched largely to illicit
trade and consumers of expensive
products shifted to the so-called midmarket.
“The behaviour of consumers really
Continued on Page 10
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needs to be kept in mind,” Poniatowski
said.
Something similar – sharply raised
taxes on cigarettes between 2002 and
2005, followed by lower than expected
revenues – happened in Germany.
Then,
in
2010,
Germany
introduced an excise calendar of
gradually increasing rates, which was
predictable and linked to inflation,
explained Polish expert.
“Then, the revenue was higher than
expected. All economic actors make
their decisions based on the prediction
of the future. The tax policies need to
be predictable,” he argued.

NATIONAL REALITIES
At the EU level, there is an ongoing
debate about the revision of excise
rules on tobacco. Under discussion are
minimum excise duty and treatment
of novel tobacco products.
National
realities,
namely
economic, social and borders with
third countries, should be taken into
account, believes Donato Raponi,
senior adviser at Deloitte Tax Europe.
The
European
Commission
is
reflecting on the possibility to increase
the minimum level rates of excise
duties of tobacco.
According to Raponi, this happens
especially under the pressure of some
western countries, where the nominal
prices of pack of cigarettes are much
higher than in eastern parts of the EU.
“But if we take into account the
purchasing power of the consumers
in different countries, it appears
that the prices are quite similar, not
very different from those of other
commodities,” Raponi said, adding
that should the minimum rates
increase, the eastern member states
will be the most affected.
Raponi drew a parallel with
proposed VAT changes. Today, with
VAT, there is minimal standard rate
and a limited list of goods and services

to which the reduced rates can be
applied by member states.
“Considering that the destination
based principle is generally applied –
taxation at the place of consumption –
the Commission has proposed to give
more flexibility to member states for
fixing their national VAT rates,” the
expert explains.
According to Raponi, the same
reasoning could be applied for excise
duties goods and especially for
cigarettes taxation. “Indeed, the place
of taxation for excise duties products
is also the place of consumption and
moreover the cross-borders shopping
for the cigarettes is rather limited, only
4,5 % of the consumption,” he argues.

FAIRNESS BRINGS
COMPLIANCE
A general trend in taxation, as
countries find themselves in need
of more revenues, is shifting the tax
burden to more reliable, meaning
collectable sources like taxes on
property and taxes on labour.
“This makes the system even
less fair,” argued the governor of
IOTA, George Pitsilis, who is also
the governor of the Independent
Authority for Public Revenue in
Greece. “The accusation is that we
only tax those that we can. There is
nothing worse when your taxpayers
believe that your tax system is unfair
and not impartial.”
Pitsilis also raised the issue of
taxation being largely based on
voluntary compliance.
“The tax administrations can’t
monitor every transaction, we need
the people to pay and understand why
they do it. We also need to be able
to prove that we support legitimate
businesses against unfair competitors.
These principles are challenged
today through globalisation and
digitalisation,” Pitsilis stressed.
The biggest challenge related to the
cross-border digital supply of goods
and services is the lack of information.

There are only a few possibilities to
actually cross-check what has been
declared, with sharing economy and
house renting through platforms
being a prime example.
Pitsilis´s
advice?
Tax
administration needs to increase
digital
capacities
and
provide
an environment for voluntary
compliance.
As an example, in 2018, the Greek
tax administration created a userfriendly platform for taxpayers to
declare their listings. The revenue
declared increased from 60 million
euro in 2017 to 182 million in 2018.
“We did nothing in the audit part, just
offered a simple solution.”

RAPID CHANGES
Executive Secretary of the IntraEuropean Organisation of Tax
Administrations, František Imrecze
agree that there are transactions today
that we do not see and this definitely
needs to be addressed.
The residential principle in direct
taxation is obsolete, he said and
presented the examples of Spain,
Norway, Finland and Denmark making
use of new sophisticated systems
scrapping the data from the internet.
“There
are
discussions
on
harmonisation and how much of
regulation we should have. There are
areas and businesses we overregulate
and there are businesses we do not
regulate at all or very weakly. The
example is cryptocurrencies,” Imrecze
pointed out.
“In many European countries, the
cryptocurrency is defined as currency
by legislation, in others, it is defined as
an asset convertible to currency. How
can we agree on taxing the cryptoworld
if we have two different categories of
the same thing?” he asked.
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